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Chapter 1

ON HOW TO BE A DIALOGICIAN
A short overview on recent developments on Dialogues and Games.

Shahid Rahman
Université Lille 3

Laurent Keiff
Université Lille 3

Abstract We will take as one of the main issues of this paper the challenge which
the dialogical approaches offer to the relation of semantics and pragmat-
ics concerning the concept of proof (strategy) and proposition (game).
While our aim here will be to present the main technical and philosoph-
ical features of what can be seen as the dialogical approach to logic,
illustrated through both very well known and new dialogics, we would
also like to delineate the common pragmatic attitude which constitutes
the cohesive force within the dialogical universe.

The paper aims to answer a question asked by Daniel Vanderveken
at the Workshop on Dialogues and Logic Grenoble 2002. In that occa-
sion, he asked whether there is a general framework for the study of the
various interactions between Dialogue and Logics, which undoubtedly
have today a vigorous research momentum. The question is interesting,
because while a lot of ink has been displayed concerning the differences
between these approaches, much less has been said about their common
conceptual roots — with the notorious exception of Johan Van Ben-
them’s program, who proposes to use the very concept of game as the
keystone of a general framework. To start, let us present here very briefly
a way to systematise the recent history of the origins of these various
developments, conceived as different outcomes from a general dialogical
approach, without pretending to be impartial. Indeed, taking as ours
Graham Priest’s words, we concede that “philosophy is contentious”.

1
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1. A brief survey of dialogic.
The first paper on dialogic by Paul Lorenzen was published more than

forty years ago. Since the publication of Logik und Agon [1958] different
dialogical systems and related research programmes have been devel-
oped. Among them two main approaches can be distinguished which
followed two main targets:

The first group could be characterised as seeking the dialogical (or
argumentative) structure of logic. Namely:
The constructivist approach of Paul Lorenzen and Kuno Lorenz,
who sought to overcome the limitations of Operative Logic by providing
dialogical foundations to it. The method of semantic tableaux for classi-
cal and intuitionistic logic as introduced by Evert W. Beth [1955] could
thus be identified as a method for the notation of winning strategies
of particular dialogue games (cf. Lorenzen and Lorenz [1978], Lorenz
[1981], Felscher [1986]).
The game-theoretical approach of Jaakko Hintikka – known as GTS
– who recognised at a very early stage that a two-player semantics offers
a new dynamic device for studying logical relations in the framework
of games in which loss of information could happen. This approach
is better known and opened many new lines of research developed by
Hintikka and co-authors, specially the semantic games which offer a
deep and thorough insight into the notion of scope implemented by the
Independence-Friendly Logic, the interrogative games which are essen-
tially epistemic games and the formal games of theorem-proving which
deal with the logical truth of propositions and not with their material
truth (as in the semantic games) or with one’s knowledge of their truth
(as in the epistemic games) (cf. Hintikka and Sandu [1996], Hintikka
[1996], [1996–1998]).
The linear logic approach of Yves Girard’s Linear Logic, in the dia-
logical version suggested in 1992 by Andreas Blass. In this approach the
dialogical concept of propositions as proof-theoretical games has been
combined with the games of imperfect information of the game the-
oretical approach. (Cf. Girard [1993], [1998a], [1998b], Blass [1992],
[1997-2002], Hyland [1997]).

The second group could be conversely characterised as seeking the
logic –including informal logic– and mathematics of dialogues and argu-
mentation. Namely:
The argumentation theory approach of Else Barth and Erik Krabbe
[1982], cf. also Gethmann [1979], who sought to link dialogic with the in-
formal logic or Critical Reasoning and rhetoric originated by the seminal
work of Chaim Perelman (cf. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca [1958]),
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Stephen Toulmin [1958], Arne Naess [1966] and Charles Hamblin [1970]
and developed further by Ralph Johnson [1999], Douglas Walton [1984],
John Woods [1988] and associates. As will be detailed at the end of this
section, in this approach the structural rules of dialogic implement kinds
of games at the border between logics and rhetoric.

These groups, however, followed in their origins separate paths and,
with some occasional exceptions, did not actually pool their results in
a common project. More recently two very important lines of research,
coming from computer sciences and linguistics, aimed to combine the
lines of these different approaches:
Logic in Games, the approach of Johan van Benthem and his
group who aim to study the many interesting interfaces between logic
and games (including those of mathematical game theory) including
models for multi-agent activities. Logic in Games should be under-
stood too as the games of logic and the logic of games (cf. Van Benthem
[2001-04]).
Argumentation models for Non-Monotonic reasoning: Henry
Prakken, Gerard Vreeswijk and Arno Lodder stressed the argumenta-
tive and pragmatic structure of non-monotonic reasoning which seems
to have a purely dynamic character (cf. Prakken/Vreeswijk [2001], Lod-
der [1999]).

Quite recently a new demand for a diversity of logical systems which
could serve various applications has arisen from artificial intelligence,
computer science and linguistics, as well as from legal reasoning, phi-
losophy and psychology. This demand has caused extensive research in
different new and old logical systems and rendered a gradually increasing
interest in the study of dialogic from different research areas.1 Several
factors are responsible for this new impulse which has a sharpened focus
in computer science and artificial intelligence. Let us delineate some of
these factors:

The question of how a common general frame for studying most of
these logics could be formulated was now of particular importance.
One relevant step in this direction was taken by the formulation
of a condition which is sometimes known as Dosen’s Principle and
which proposes that alternative logical systems could be obtained
by modifying structural rules against the background of a fixed set
of rules for the logical particles (cf. Dosen [1988]).2 Actually, an
analogous principle represents a characteristic feature of dialogic.
The set of rules in dialogic is divided into particle rules and struc-
tural rules. The particle rules determine how the corresponding
formulæ can be attacked and defended for each logical particle in
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a not yet determined kind of game, whereas the structural rules
determine the general course of a dialogue fixing the kind of game.
Now, it is easy to see that one can obtain different logical systems
by changing only the set of structural rules while retaining the
same set of particle rules. For example, classical and intuition-
istic logic only differ dialogically in a single structural rule. The
converse is also possible: one can generate different logics by in-
troducing new particles. A prominent example of producing logics
with the help of new particles is Jean-Yves Girard’s Linear Logic.
We can thus call this way of producing logics Girard’s Principle.3

Hence, the differentiation of rules into particle and structural rules
of dialogic makes it simple to generate new logics by a systematic
variation and combination of the structural and particle rules (cf.
Rückert [1999]).4

Another way to see this is that the structural rules determine how
to label formulæ – number of the move, player (Proponent or Op-
ponent), formula, name of move (attack or defence) – and how to
operate with these labelled formulæ. Dov Gabbay has proposed a
general theory of labels called Labelled Deductive Systems, where
object-language features reside side by side with metalogical ones
(cf. Gabbay [1996]).5

In addition to these procedures another aspect should be consid-
ered, namely interactions. As observed by Henry Prakken and
Gerard Vreeswijk, the ‘players’ of the argument games of computer
science models are often not real actors but stand for the alternate
search for arguments and counter-arguments that is required by the
proof theory at stake. An embedding of argumentation systems in
dialogic would yield an account of how their input theories are con-
structed dynamically during disputes, instead of being fixed and
given in advance (cf. Prakken and Vreeswijk [1999], 88–89, 2001,
219-318).6

The dynamic aspect of the semantics of dialogic builds a bridge to
the field of informal logic, particularly in the case when structural rules
“complete” the local semantics of the particle rules into a kind of game
where e.g. the aim is persuasion rather than logical validity. Indeed
structural rules have the role of implementing the meaning of a logical
constant determined by the particle rules relative to a given context to
which this logical constant will apply. On this view, structural rules
complete the meaning schematised by the particle rules analogously to
the case of the use of pronouns in natural language, which, though they
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have a meaning, only obtain a full-fledged meaning when an appropriate
context has been described.7

2. Logic as a game.

2.1 The language.
Our aim here is to build the conceptual kernel of dialogic8 in the con-

text of the dialogical reconstruction9 of first order propositional calculus,
in its classical and intuitionist versions.

Let our language L be composed of the standard components of first
order logic (with four connectives ∧, ∨, ⇒, ¬, and two quantifiers ∀,
∃), with small letters (a, b, c,. . . ) for prime formulæ10, capital italic
letters (A, B, C, . . . ) for formulæ that might be complex, capital italic
bold letters (A, B , C , . . . ) for predicators, let our constants be noted
τi, where i ∈ N, and our variables the usual (x, y, z, . . . ). We will
also need some special force symbols: ?... and !..., where the dots stand
for indices, filled with some adequate information that will be specified
by appropriate rules. An expression of L is either a term, a formula
or a special force symbol. P and O are two other special symbols of
L, standing for the players of the games. Every expression e of our
language can be augmented with labels P or O (written P-e or O-e,
called (dialogically) signed expressions), meaning in a game that the
expression has been played by P or O (respectively). We use X and Y
as variables for P, O, always assuming X 6=Y. Other more specific labels
will be introduced where needed.

2.2 Particle rules.
An argumentation form11 or particle rule is an abstract description of

the way a formula, according to its principal logical constant,12 can be
criticised, and how to answer the critics. It is abstract in the sense that
this description can be carried out without reference to a determined
context. In dialogic, we say that these rules state the local semantics,
for they show how the game runs locally, in the sense that what is at
stake is only the critic and the answer to a given formula with one logical
constant rather than the whole (logical) context where this formula is
embedded.13 Hence, the particle rules fix the dialogical semantics of the
logical constants of L as depicted in Table 2.2.

(Where A and B are formulæ, and A(x/ τ) is the result of the sub-
stitution of τ for every occurrence of the variable x in A.)
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∧ ∨ →

assertion X - A ∧B X- A ∨B X-A→ B
attack Y-?L, or Y-?R Y- ?∨ Y-A
defence (respectively) X-A or

X-b
X-A, or X-b X-b

∀ ∃ ¬

assertion X-∀xA X-∃xA X-¬A
attack for any τ Y may

choose, Y- ?∀/τ

Y-?∃ Y-A

defence for any τ chosen by
Y, X-A(x/τ)

for any τ X may
choose, X-A(x/τ)

– (i.e. no defence)

One more formal way to stress the locality of the semantics fixed by
the particle rules is to see these rules as defining a state of a (structurally
not yet determined) game. Namely:

Definition (state of the game): A state of the game is an ordered
triple <ρ, σ, A> where:

ρ stands for a role assignment either R, from players X, Y to only
one element of the set {?(attack), !(defence)} determining which
player happens to occupy the challenger and which the defender
role, or R’, inverting the role assignment R of both players (e.g. if
R(X)=? and R(Y)=!, then R’(X)=! and R’(Y)=?). The players
perform their assigned role as challengers (defenders) by stating an
attack (or performing a defence) fixed by the corresponding rule.14

σ stands for an assignment function, substituting as usual individ-
uals by variables.

A stands for a dialogically labelled subformula A with respect to
which the game will proceed.

Particle rules are seen here as determining which state of the game
S’ follows from a given state S without yet laying down the (structural)
rules which describe the passage from S to S’.15 What state follows of
S=<R, σ, F>for the X-labelled formula F?

Negation particle rule: If F is of the form ¬A then S’=<R’, σ,
A>, i.e. Y will have the role of defending A and X the role of
(counter)attacking A.

Conjunction particle rule: If F is of the form A∧B then S’=<R,
σ, A> or S” =<R, σ, B>, according to the choice of challenger
R(Y)=? between the attacks ?L and ?R .
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Disjunction particle rule: If F is of the form A∨B then S’=<R, σ,
A> or S’=<R, σ, B>, according to the choice of defender R(X)=!,
reacting to the attack ?∨ of the challenger R(Y)=?.

Subjunction particle rule: If F is of the form A⇒B, then S’=<R’,
σ, A> and the game might proceed to the state S”=<R”, σ, B>, or
even the other way round according to the choice of the defender
and reacting to the attack A of the challenger R(X)=?.

Universal quantifier particle rule: If F is of the form ∀xAx then
S’=<R, σ(x/ τ), A> for any constant τ chosen by the challenger
R(Y)=? while stating the attack ?∀/τ .

Existential quantifier particle rule: If F is of the form ∃xAx then
S’=<R, σ(x/ τ), A> for any constant τ chosen by the defender
R(X)=! reacting to the attack ?∃ of the challenger R(Y)=?.

Philosophical remarks, games as propositions.
Particle rules determine dynamically how to extend a set of expres-

sions from an initial assertion. In the game perspective, one of the more
important features of these rules is that they determine, whenever there
is a choice to be made, who will choose. This is what can be called the
pragmatic dimension of the dialogical semantics for the logical constants.
Indeed, the particle rules can be seen as a proto-semantics, i.e. a game
scheme for a not yet determined game which when completed with the
appropriate structural rules will render the game semantics, which in
turn will build the notion of validity.

Actually by means of the particle rules games have been assigned to
sentences (that is, to formulæ). But sentences are not games, so what is
the nature of that assignment? The games associated to sentences are
meant to be propositions (i.e. the constructions grasped by the (logical)
language speakers). What is connected by logical connectives are not
sentences but propositions. Moreover, in the dialogic, logical operators
do not form sentences from simpler sentences, but games from simpler
games. To explain a complex game, given the explanation of the simpler
games (out) of which it is formed, is to add a rule which tells how to
form new games from games already known: if we have the games A and
B, the conjunction rule shows how we can form the game A∧B in order
to assert this conjunction.

Now, particle rules have another important function: they not only
set the basis of the semantics, and signalise how it could be related to
the world of games – which is an outdoor world if the games are assigned
to prime formulæ, but they also show how to perform the relation be-
tween sentences and propositions. Sentences are related to propositions
by performing illocutionary acts such as demands and assertions, the
content of the later are propositions. Assertions are thus linguistic acts
which have a propositional content and endowed with a theory of force.
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The forces performing this connection between sentences and proposi-
tions are precisely the attack (?) and the defences (!). An attack is a
demand for an assertion to be uttered. A defence is a response (to an
attack) by acting so that you may performed the assertion (e.g. that A).
Actually the assertion force is also assumed: perform the (conditional)
assertion that A only if you know how to win the game A.16

Certainly the “know” introduces an epistemic moment, typical of as-
sertions made by means of judgements. But it does not presuppose in
principle the quality of knowledge required. The constructivist moment
is only required if the epistemic notion is connected to a tight conception
of what means that the player X knows that there exists a winning game
or strategy for A. So the next two sections will be dedicated to a pre-
sentation of (i) the structural rules, which allow the connection of those
argumentation forms to produce well defined games, and (ii) the game
theoretical17 notion of validity as the existence of a winning strategy for
one of the players.

2.3 Structural rules.
A dialogue can be seen as a sequence of labelled expressions, the labels

carrying information on the game significance of these expressions. In
other words, the set of expressions which is a complete dialogue can
be dynamically determined by the rules of a game, specifying how the
set can be extended from the original thesis formula. Particle rules are
part of the definition of such a game, but we need to set the general
organisation of the game, and this is the task of the structural rules.18

We first present here one version of the usual dialogical structural
rules for the standard predicate dialogic, which we will refer to as SD.
In the next paragraph (2.5) we will change the rules, motivated by some
technical difficulties which arise in the formulation of the structural rules
as applied to logics without losing – that is the claim – the pragmatic
features of dialogic.

Each expression of a dialogue sequence (with the exception of the first
member of the sequence called the thesis) is said to be a move, a move
is either an attack or a defence expression – note that moves such as
?L and ?∃ do not have a propositional content which could be asserted.
This leads us to the first structural rule:

(SR-0) (starting rule): Expressions are numbered and alternately
uttered by P and O. The thesis is uttered by P. All even numbered
expressions including the thesis are P-labelled, all odd numbered ex-
pressions are O moves. Every move below the thesis is a reaction to an
earlier move with another player label and performed according to the
particle and the other structural rules.
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(SR-1) (winning rule): X wins the dialogue if the last move (the move
carrying the highest numerical label) is an X-expression and there are
no more Y-expressions allowed according to the particle and the other
structural rules.

Actually, one of the functions of (SR-0) is to situate the abstract
definition of game situations in a concrete game: it establishes who is X
and who is Y, assuming that in the first situation P has the role of the
defender and asserts a formula which fixes the topic of the dialogue. Now,
every other situation developed from the thesis by means of determined
rules is called a round in the game. Rounds are opened by an attack
and closed by a defence. We now need some rules in order to be able to
determine how to pass from one round to another. Here dialogic shows
one of its salient features: the ability to determine by different means the
differences between logics, in order to be compared and sometimes even
combined. In the present reconstruction classical (SDC) and intuitionist
(SDI) standard dialogic19 differ only by a structural rule concerning the
closure of rounds:

(SR-2I) (intuitionist ROUND closing rule): In any move, each
player may attack a (complex) formula asserted by his partner or he may
defend himself against the last not already defended attack. Defences
may be postponed as long as attacks can be performed. Only the latest
open attack may be answered: if it is X’ s turn at position n and there
are two open attacks m, l such that m <l <n, then X may not at position
n defend himself against m.20

These rules define an intuitionistic logic. To obtain the classical ver-
sion simply replace (SR-2I) by the following rule:

(SR-2C) (classical ROUND closing rule): In any move, each player
may attack a (complex) formula asserted by his partner or he may defend
himself against any attack (including those which have already been
defended).

(SR-3) Neither player has to defend himself against an attack unless
this attack has been defended of a counterattack.

Dialogical games can be seen, among other things, as a way to test the
validity of a formula. In this case, they must be considered independently
of any model. This means that in this type of dialogues there is no
set of prime formulæ conceded from the departure by O – or in the
terminology of alethic semantics there is no assignment of truth values
to prime formulæ as in GTS. Thus, we need a rule for prime formulæ:21

(SR-4) (formal use of prime formulæ): P cannot introduce prime
formulæ: any prime formula must be stated by O first. Prime formulæ
can not be attacked.

Up to now, the rules allow the same expression to be challenged or
defended an infinite number of times. This would prevent any dialogue
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from ending. Thus, we need to rule out the redundant repetitions. The
following definitions and rule constitute one way of avoiding this kind
of looping – in Lorenz’ versions of dialogic this was solved with a con-
vention concerning the number of repetitions allowed.22 Unfortunately,
when producing dialogical reconstructions of logic(s), while Lorenz’s con-
ventional device must be given up, the devices introduced herewith may
seem awkward and arbitrary. Another simpler way will be justified in
2.4.

Definition (strict repetition): We speak of the strict repetition of an
attack iff:

A move is being attacked although the same move has already been
attacked with the same attack before (notice that though choosing
the same constant is a strict repetition, the choice of ?L and ?R

are in this context different attacks).

In the case of moves where a universal quantifier has been attacked
with a new constant, the following type of move has to be added to the
list of strict repetitions:

A universal-quantifier move is being attacked using a new constant,
although the same move has already been attacked before with a
constant which was new at the time of that attack.

Definition (strict repetition): We speak of the strict repetition of a
defence iff:

A challenging move (=attack) λ which has already been defended
with the defensive move µ (=defence) before, is being defended
against the challenge at λ once more with the same defensive for-
mula (notice that the left part and the right part of a disjunction
are in this context two different defences).

In the case of moves where an existential quantifier has been defended
with a new constant, the following type of move has to be added to the
list of strict repetitions:

An attack on an existential quantifier is being defended using a new
constant although the same quantifier has already been defended
before with a constant which was new at the time of that defence.

(Notice that according to these definitions neither the new defence of
an existential quantifier nor a new attack on a universal quantifier using
a constant, not new but different from the one used in the first defence
(or in the first attack), represents a strict repetition).23
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(SR-5) (no delaying tactics rule):
While playing with the classical structural rule (SR-2C) P may
perform a strict repetition of a defence stating a prime formula a
twice (or more) if and only if O has conceded a twice (or more).
No other strict repetitions are allowed.

While playing with the intuitionistic structural rule P may per-
form a strict repetition of an attack (SR-2I) if and only if O has
introduced a new prime formula (see R1 below) which can now be
used by P.

Validity is defined in dialogic via winning strategies of P:
Definition (validity): In a given dialogical system the proposition

expressed by the formula stating the thesis is said to be valid iff P has
a (formal) winning strategy for it, i.e. P can in accordance with the
appropriate rules succeed in defending the thesis against all possible
allowed criticism by O.

Examples of games: In Table 1 the outer columns indicate the nu-
merical label of the move, the inner columns state the number of a move
targeted by an attack. Expressions are not listed following the order of
the moves, but writing the defence on the same line as the corresponding
attack, thus showing when a round is closed. Recall, from the particle
rules, that the sign “—” signalises that there is no defence against the
attack on a negation. In this example, P wins because, after the O’ s
last attack in move 3, P, according to the (classical) rule SR-C, is al-
lowed to defend (once more) himself from the attack in move 1. P states
his defence in move 4 though, actually O did not repeat his attack – we
signalise this fact by inscribing the not repeated attack between square
brackets.

Table 1. SDC rules. P wins.

O P

a ∨ ¬a 0
1 ?∨ 0 ¬a 2
3 a 2 —
[1] [?∨] [0] a 4

In the game of Table 2, O wins because, after the challenger’s last
attack in move 3, P, according to the intuitionistic rule SR-I, is not
allowed to defend himself (once more) from the attack in move 1.

2.4 Strategy games (SG) and the repetition rule.
2.4.1 An asymmetric formulation of SG. As already men-
tioned in the preface structural rules can, while implementing the local
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Table 2. SDI rules. O wins.

O P

a ∨ ¬a 0
1 ?∨ 0 ¬a 2
3 a 2 —

semantics of the logical particles, determine a kind of game where e.g.
the aim is persuasion rather than logical validity.24 But when the issue at
stake is indeed testing validity, i.e. when P can succeed with the use of
the appropriate rules in defending the thesis against all possible allowed
criticism by O, games should be thought of as furnishing the branches
of a tree which displays the games relevant for testing the validity of
the thesis.25 As a consequence of this definition of validity, each split
of such a tree into two branches (dialogue games) should be considered
as the outcome of a propositional choice of O. In other words when O
defends a disjunction, he reacts to the attack against a conditional,26

and when he attacks a conjunction, he chooses to generate a new branch
(dialogue). Dually P will not choose to change the dialogue (branch).
In fact, from the point of view of games as actual (subjective) proce-
dures (acts), it could happen that the subject playing as O (P) is not
clever enough to see that his best strategy is to open (not to open) a
new dialogue game (branch) anytime he can, but in this context where
the issue is an inter-subjective concept of validity, which should lead to a
straightforward construction of a system of tableaux, we simply assume
that O makes the best possible move. As we will see in 2.5.2 another
type of SG, called symmetric for reasons which will be clear below, can
be formulated too, which are more congenial with the dialogical general
approach to semantics. Let us first describe the asymmetric structural
rules for SG:

(SR-ST0) (starting rule): Expressions are numbered and alternately
uttered by P and O. The thesis is uttered by P. All even numbered
expressions including the thesis are P-labelled, all odd numbered ex-
pressions are O moves. Every move below the thesis is a reaction to an
earlier move with another player label and performed according to the
particle and the other structural rules.

(SR-ST1) (winning rule): A dialogue is closed iff it contains two
copies of the same prime formula, one stated by X and the other one
by Y, and neither of these copies occur within the brackets “<” and “>”
(where any expression which has been bracketed between these signs
in a dialogue either cannot be counterattacked in this dialogue, or it
has been chosen in this dialogue not to be counterattacked). Otherwise
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it is open. The player who stated the thesis wins the dialogue iff the
dialogue is closed. A dialogue is finished if it is closed or if no other
move is allowed by the (other) structural and particle rules of the game.
The player who started the dialogue as a challenger wins if the dialogue
is finished and open.

(SR-ST2I) (intuitionist ROUND closing rule): In any move, each
player may attack a (complex) formula asserted by his partner or he may
defend himself against the last not already defended attack. Defences
may be postponed as long as attacks can be performed. Only the latest
open attack may be answered: if it is X’s turn at position n and there
are two open attacks m, l such that m <l <n, then X may not at position
n defend himself against m.

(SR-ST2C) (classical ROUND closing rule): In any move, each
player may attack a (complex) formula asserted by his partner or he may
defend himself against any attack (including those which have already
been defended).

(SR-ST3) (strategy branching rule): At every propositional choice
(i.e., when O defends a disjunction, reacts to the attack against a condi-
tional or attacks a conjunction), O will motivate the generation of two
dialogues differentiated only by the expressions produced by this choice.
O will move into a second dialogue iff he loses the first chosen one. No
other move will generate new dialogues.

(SR-ST4) (formal use of prime formulæ): P cannot introduce
prime formulæ: any prime formula must be stated by O first. Prime
formulæ can not be attacked.

(SR-ST5)(no delaying tactics rule):

1 While playing with the classical structural rule P may perform
once a new defence (attack) of an existential (universal) quantifier
using a different constant (but not new) iff the first defence (attack)
compelled P to introduce a new constant. No other repetitions are
allowed.

2 While playing with the intuitionistic structural rule P may per-
form a repetition of an attack if and only if O has introduced a
new prime formula which can now be used by P.

Definition (Validity): A tableau for (P)A (i.e. starting with (P)A)
proves the validity of A iff the corresponding tableau is closed. That is,
iff every dialogue generated by (P)A) is closed.

Remark: Notice that these re-formulations solve most of the criti-
cisms concerning the repetition rule. The very point of these dialogues
is that the notion of finishing coincides with the usual notion of closing
a branch of the usual tableau systems. Hence, repetitions will not be of
any use if P does not manage to close the dialogue with such a repetitive
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move. Certainly, there are some procedural aspects concerning “repeti-
tion” which are still a problem. But these are no other problems than
the very well known problems related to finding a procedure for com-
pleting tableaux with quantifiers. Figure 3 shows an example concerning
Peirce’s Law.

Table 3. P wins.

O P

((a→ b) → a) → a 0
1 (a→ b) → a 0 a 4
5 a 1 a→ b 2
3 a 2
[1] [(a→ b) → a] [0] a 6

In standard dialogues, this kind of formula motivated the formulation
of the first part of the no delaying rule SR-5. The move 3 is the counter-
attack a against a⇒b stated by P in move 2, but O can also state a in
move 5, defending 1 (a⇒ b) ⇒ a, compelling P, in a classical dialogue,
to defend the thesis twice with the same move.

In the version of strategy dialogues what actually happens is that O
generates two dialogues one defending and the other counterattacking.
Both dialogues will be closed and thus won by P.

Table 4. P wins.

O P

((a→ b) → a) → a 0
1 (a→ b) → a 0 a 4

1 a→ b 2
2 a 2

Table 5. P wins.

O P

((a→ b) → a) → a 0
1 (a→ b) → a 0 a 4
3 a 1 < a→ b > 2

This type of dialogues also facilitates the comparison with the exten-
sive form usual in GTS. In the extensive form every choice (propositional
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or not) of each of the players causes a split. Thus our point here is that
strategy trees build up from strategy dialogue games can be seen as a
filter on the extensive trees.27

Helge Rückert who read a first version of these rules remarked that
these rules seem to be conceptually related to what Paul Lorenzen called,
in the context of intuitionistic logic, asymmetrical rules. Indeed in these
games the rights of P and O are asymmetrical (O’s and P’s choices
are different), but this asymmetry is a import of the level of validity as
argued in Rahman/Rückert [1999]. Moreover, from a dialogical point of
view, validity should not determine the semantics but rather the other
way round should be the case: in analogy to the game of chess, to play
a game the players need to understand the rules fixing the aims of the
game and the way to play (i.e. the local and structural rules) but they
do not need to be able to always find a winning strategy in order to show
that they understood those rules. Indeed, one can see the dependency of
the notion of validity on the theory of meaning as being one of the major
virtues of dialogic, seen as a pragmatic method for generating tableaux
validity – we will come to this point in 2.5, giving results even when the
model-theoretical semantics is not yet available. The asymmetric rules
of SG seem to contravene this cherished piece of dialogical philosophy.
For the moment let us remark again that the motivation of strategy
dialogues is indeed that of validity and this determine in some way the
structural rules. A purely semantic formulation of the structural rules in
the pragmatic sense of dialogic actually amounts to Lorenz` conventional
device: The number of repetitions being part of a pre-agreement before
the dialogue really starts. In this sense any other repetition rule as the
conventional seems to be motivated by validity considerations. However
symmetric rules come nearer, one could argue, to the dialogical ideal
than the asymmetric ones. In fact, a formulation for symmetric SG is
easy to fix.

2.4.2 Symmetric rules for SG. The change concerns the
branching rule:

(SR-ST3/SY) (strategy branching rule): At every propositional
choice (i.e., when X defends a disjunction, reacts to the attack against
a conditional or attacks a conjunction), X may motivate the generation
of two dialogues differentiated only by the expressions produced by this
choice. X might move into a second dialogue iff he loses the first chosen
one. No other move will generate new dialogues.

These SG retain all the advantages of the others concerning the rep-
etition rules. Let us take once more the case of Peirce’s law in classical
dialogic. Here O, knowing that no repetition of a propositional formula
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is allowed, would prefer to stay at the same dialogue. But, he lost this
dialogue. Moreover, the dialogue is finished and he has to move to a
second one. Assume now, that in our example, the a’s are not prime
but complex formulæ. In this case, O might well state A twice in the
same dialogue. But this, does not lead to any success since P might
finish the dialogue and win by simply sticking to one of the occurrences
of A stated by O.

2.5 Tableaux for validity.
As already mentioned, the strategy dialogical games introduced above,

furnish the elements of building a tableau notion of validity. Following
the seminal idea at the foundation of dialogic, this notion is attained
via the game-theoretical notion of winning strategy. X is said to have a
winning strategy if there is a function which, for any possible Y-move,
gives the correct X-move ensuring the wining of the game.28

Indeed, it is a well known fact that the usual semantic tableaux for
intuitionistic and classical logic, as reformulated 1968 in a tree-shaped
structure by Raymond Smullyan and 1969 by Melvin Fitting, are directly
connected with the tableaux (and the correspondent sequent calculus)
for strategies generated by dialogue games, played to test validity in the
sense defined by these logics. E.g. table below.

(O)-cases (P)-cases
Σ,(O)A→ B Σ,(P)A→ B

Σ,(P)A, . . . |Σ,<(P)A> (O)B Σ,(O)A, Σ,(P)B

The vertical bar “|” indicates alternative choices for O, P’s strategy
must have a defence for both possibilities (dialogues). σ is a set of
dialogically signed expressions.

Intuitionistic tableaux are generated with an extra notational device.
Some of the expressions are labelled with (O), for instance (P)(O)A. the
intuitionistic deduction rule includes this: the totality of the previous
P-formulæ on the same branch of the tree are eliminated. The (O) la-
bel marks every assertion of O. However the resulting tableaux are not
quite the same. A special feature of dialogue games is the notorious
formal rule (SR-ST4), which is responsible for many of the difficulties
of the proof of the equivalence between the dialogical notion and the
truth-functional notion of validity. The role of the formal rule, in this
context, is to induce dialogue games which will generate a tree display-
ing the (possibly) winning strategy of P, the branches of which do not
contain redundancies. Thus the formal rule actually works as a filter
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for redundancies, producing a tableau system with some flavour of nat-
ural deduction. This role can be generalised for all types of tableau
generated by the various dialogics. Once this has been made explicit,
the connection between the dialogical and the truth-functional notion
of validity becomes transparent. Here we will only discuss the simpler
propositional case. Let us thus go into the task of making the effects of
the role of the formal rule explicit. We start with some definitions.

Definition (truth determinant): We call a set of signed (occurrences
of) prime formulæ, occurring on a branch ψ of a (truth-functional)
tableau for a formula A ψ truth-determinant set for the formula A
(ψ-TD(A)) iff the elements of this set are sufficient to determine whether
the branch is closed or not.29

Definition (TD redundancy): We call occurrences of prime formulæ
redundant concerning TD iff those occurrences are not elements of the
TD-set(s).

Here are some examples, were the different occurrences of the prime
formulæ are noted as indices.

E.g. 1:
F(a1 ∧ b) → a2

ψ-TD: {Ta1, Fa2}
(i.e. The branch {F(a1 ∧ b) → a2, Ta1 ∧ b,Ta1, Tb, Fa2} closes using
only the TD elements)
ψ-Redundancy: b

E.g. 2:
F(a1 ∨ (b ∧ c)) → a2

ψ-TD: {Tb, TC, Fa2}
ψ-Redundancy: a1

The branch {F(a1 ∨ b) → a2, Ta1 ∨ (b∧ c), Tb, TC, Fa2} remains open.

E.g. 3:
What about F(a1 ∧ (b1 ∨ c1)) → ((a2 ∧ b2) ∨ (a3 ∧ c2))?
ψ-TD: {Tb1, Fb2}
ϕ-TD: {TC1, FC2}
ψ- Redundancy: a1, a2

ϕ- Redundancy: a1, a3

The branches are closed

Theorem: A tableau generated by branches without redundant prime
formulæ (let us call them non-redundant tableaux, for short NR-tableaux)
validates (or refutes the validation of) the same formulæ as a tableau
which contains branches with redundant formulæ. Proof: this follows
simply form the definition given above.

Theorem: Dialogical strategy tableaux induced by the formal rule
(SR-ST4) are the dialogical equivalent to the NR-tableaux. The proof
follows from the following:

1 Strategy games build the branches of the dialogical strategy tree.
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2 T (F)-assignments in a NR-tableau correspond to O (P)-assignments in the
dialogical strategy tree.

3 Every different occurrence of a prime formula in a branch of a NR-tableau
corresponds to a different move in the corresponding game of the dialogical
strategy tree.

4 The formal rule induces P to demand prime formulæ following the principle of
propositional-variable-sharing (i.e., he will try to show that the prime formulæ
he states are exactly those which O has already conceded and the justification
of which can thus be considered to be “shared”). O will follow a dual strategy
trying to avoid any use of variable sharing.

5 Every game won by P ends with a variable-sharing move (every such game
will close). Dually every game won by O ends with the demand for a prime
formula which cannot be assured by variable sharing (every such game will
remain open).

6 SR-ST1 corresponds to closing a branch on the generated NR-tableau.

Let us run a dialogical strategy tree for (a∧(b∨c)) ⇒ ((a∧b)∨(a∧c))
– we will not use the dialogical table-notation here but the tree-shaped
one instead.

I P-((a ∧ (b ∨ c)) → ((a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ c))) Thesis
II O -(a ∧ (b ∨ c)) attack on I
III <P-?L> attack on II
IV O -a defensive answer to III
V <P-?R> attack on II
VI O -(b ∨ c) defensive answer to V
VII <P-?∨> attack on VI
VIII O -b O CHOOSES∗

IX P-((a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ c)) defence against the attack on II
X <O -?∨> attack on IX
XI P-(a ∧ b) defence against the attack on X
∗ (between b and c, opening two different branches - here we only display the b-option)

Notice here the idea behind the strategy of P. He waited to answer
to the attack stated on II until O chose to state the prime formula at
VIII which at this stage of the dialogue will be strategically determinant
and which cannot be determined by P. The continuation is clear: O will
attack with, say, left, and afterwards right. P will be able in both cases
to answer because of O moves IV and VIII. More to our point, P can
in the context of these choices of O, consider C to be redundant. Of
course another choice of O at VIII will yield another TD, but this will
yield also another winning strategy.

Remark: If the assignments usual to GTS games are taken from
the corresponding TD, then we will immediately have values of the
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choice function defining the winning strategies which will represent the
branches of the NR-tableau. Moreover, in a game under conditions, the
assignations define the TD.

One important last point (just) to be mentioned here is that tableaux
for intuitionistic logic as presented above have an awkward feature: one
states first some formulæ and afterwards they will be eliminated because
they are not allowed to be considered when closing a branch. The combi-
nation of the formal rule and the intuitionistic structural rule for strategy
dialogues induces trees where this type of redundancy does not appear.
By applying a similar method as for TD the connection between intu-
itionistic NR and corresponding strategy trees can be expressed more
precisely and in general this applies too for all other dialogical recon-
structions of various logics.

Philosophical remark: Hintikka’s point re-visited
It has been stressed that structural rules can, while implementing the

local semantics of the logical particles, determine a kind of game with
other aims than testing (logical) validity. Now the point here is that the
structural rules should, from a dialogical point of view, extend the local
meaning of the particle rules in a conservative way – in the sense that
the structural rules should be formulated in accordance with the particle
rules and validity in accordance with the structural rules. This point
becomes central while (re)constructing logics. Indeed, the distinctive
feature of the pragmatical semantics of dialogic is its connection to proof,
both in its elementary and its complex level. In its elementary level it is
associated to prime formulæ which express a proposition understood as
encoding an informal proof, conceived as the predicate atomic language
games. In this context, the particle rules show how to play a game
fixing the semantics for complex formulæ based on the atomic (game)
meaning assigned to prime formulæ – but (possibly) independently of
any determinate assignation). Now, one very important point, and a
quite often misunderstood tenet of the dialogic, is that this theory of
meaning should set the basis for the formal concept of proof leading to
the notion of validity. Once more, the meaning in use of the notion of
informal proof underlying the local semantics should furnish the way
to formal proof, and not the other way round. Hintikka argued quite
often against dialogic because of their supposedly “in-door” – or purely
formal approach to meaning as use. He argues that the notion of formal
proof is certainly connected with “out-door” games but actually formal-
proof games are not of very much help in accomplishing the task of
connecting the linguistic rules of meaning with the real world. The
point we would make here is that he is indeed right if we understand his
critics as claiming the need for a tight connection between the informal
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notion of proof (or even between the alethic conception of semantics)
and the formal notion of proof. From the dialogical point of view the
formal concept of proof cannot deliver a concept of meaning.30

Structural rules have the role of implementing the meaning of a logical
constant relative to a given context to which this logical constant will
apply31 . This could be conceived in an analogous way as the case of
determining the meaning of “I” in “I am a French cook”,32 though it
has a meaning it gets a full-fledged meaning or (less drastically) gets it’s
meaning in a broader context than the local one (i.e. in “I am a French
cook”) once the context has been explicitly described – in our case we
give it an identity: François Recanati. Moreover, structural rules should
establish the connection between meaning and validity. In the case of the
aforementioned additive constants, the meaning of such linear constants
may be completed or applied with the help of structural rules or new
particles expressing structural properties.

3. The notion of formal use.
As already discussed in 2.5 the notion of formal use induces a kind

of dialogical relevance at a procedural level. In a model-theoretical lan-
guage we would say that, in this exchange, when validity is the issue,
O’s task is to make sure that the model in which the game takes place
is relevant to test the validity (non validity) of the formula. P’s task is
to choose, from every statement that O concedes while constructing the
(counter)model, only that which is relevant for proving the validity.33

In order to differentiate between the respective tasks of P and O, it is
necessary to introduce an asymmetry in the rules of the game, limiting
the moves of P in order to make it possible for him to choose – following
a “variable sharing principle” (recall the remarks in footnote 15) – only
those resources needed. This is what we call the formal use of resources.

There are several notions of formal use in dialogic, according to the
resource considered. Namely: formal use of constants (yielding free dia-
logic), of atomic falsities for negative literals (yielding a kind of paracon-
sistent dialogic) and of contexts of argumentation (yielding modal dia-
logic). The formal restriction can be also used to express meta-linguistic
properties in the object language (allowing the formulation of connexive
particles). In all these systems, redundant information is restricted by
introducing asymmetry of information access in the externalised agonis-
tic tension between the players of the game. At the end of the paper we
will suggest how the dialogical version of those logics offers a bridge to
IF-logic, opening new ways of exploration. Let us first have a very brief
look at the dialogical version of these logics.
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3.1 Free dialogic (FD).34

Free logic is the result of the serious consideration of the classical
problem of the ontological commitment of quantifiers. So, following
Bencivenga,35 we will define free logic as a “formal system of quantifica-
tion theory [. . . ] which allows for some singular terms in some circum-
stances to be thought of as denoting no existing object, and in which a
given set of quantifiers is thought of as having an existential import.”

Free dialogic stems from the regulative restriction of the use of con-
stants.

Definition (constant introduction): A constant τ is said to be in-
troduced in the dialogue when and only when it is used to defend an
existential quantifier, or to attack a universal quantifier, and has not
been used in the same way before.

The idea is to give O the sole right to introduce constants. This is the
object of a new structural rule, vernacular to free dialogical systems:

(SR-ST6F) (formal use of constants): only O may introduce con-
stants.

The non-existent objects one could want to be part of the theory
of quantification are symbolised here by the constants used in the dia-
logue, but not introduced in the sense of the definition given above. The
tableaux for FD are straightforward. New constants are labelled with a
star (e.g. τ*), and P cannot use a constant which has not been labelled
with such a star.

FD can be easily extended in order to cope with a more complex
domain of non-existent objects. The first step (yielding FD4) is to dis-
tinguish between two pairs of quantifiers, one with existential import (∀
and ∃), and one without (∀0 and ∃0), with the following particle rules
(the rest of the rules remain unchanged):

∀particle rule: from ∀xA follows a state <R, σ(x/ τ), A> responding to
the attack-?∀/τ of the challenger who chooses τ), but τ has to be chosen
under the restriction SR-ST6F.

∃particle rule: from ∃xA follows a state <R, σ(x/ τ), A> responding to
the attack ?∃ of the challenger and the defender chooses τ under the
restriction SR-ST6F.

It is then possible to generalise to n pairs of quantifiers, distinguish-
ing n levels of reality (or fiction). This system has been called FDn.
An interesting fact is that in FDn the dialogical differentiation between
quantifiers that are ontologically charged or not is made only at the
structural level. We could even go a step further and say that in such
sets of quantifiers it is not the local meaning that is at stake but rather
the question where (in which domain) the given quantification applies.
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As we will see at the end of the paper, one could even see the difference
between these quantifiers as being due to a phenomenon of an imperfect
exchange of information.

3.2 Paraconsistent dialogic (PD).36

A formal system is said to be inconsistent if it contains as a theorem a
formula and its negation, in other words when it contains a contradiction.
A formal system is said to be trivial if every wff of it is a theorem.
The conceptual motivation of paraconsistent logics is to differentiate
between the notions of inconsistency and triviality: a system is said to
be paraconsistent if it is inconsistent without being trivial.37

Paraconsistency is achieved by splitting the set of contradictions into
two different sets, namely the set of explosive and the set of non explosive
contradictions. The latter set contains contradictions the truth of which
are considered not to lead to the triviality of the system which contains
this set. Dually, a contradiction is explosive in a given logical system
when its truth trivialises this system. In the “Brazilian interpretation”
of Newton da Costa and associates the distinction between these two sets
is implemented by means of a modification of the standard semantics of
negation.

Until now dialogical paraconsistency has been studied within the ap-
proach of da Costa. This dialogic is based on the idea that it might make
sense, in some context, to assume that a and ¬a can both be asserted,
but that it does not mean that everything could be asserted (by the use
of ex contradictione sequitur quodlibet). As medieval Scholastics already
prefigured, the assertion of a contradiction may have been stated for the
sake of the argument, and in this case it should not provide an argument
to prove anything.

More precisely, while reconstructing dialogically Sette’s logic P138 one
cannot assume that any prime formula a and its negation ¬a – consid-
ered in this logic not to be explosive – are in conflict with each other.
They are if their assertion reveals an internal contradiction, i.e. if a
player who has stated ¬a then attacks the same formula ¬a stated by
the other player. Again, the idea is to use O’s antagonism to reduce,
according to a pre-agreed definition of the sets of explosive and non ex-
plosive contradictions, to a minimal the inference possibilities from a
and ¬a. This is achieved through a new structural rule extending the
formal rule to negative literals – and which make it possible to formulate
a new tableau system for P1:

(SR-ST7L) (negative literal formal rule): P has the right to attack
a negative O-elementary statement39 (the so-called negative literal) iff
O has already attacked the same negative literal before.
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From this idea stems another more general way to produce paracon-
sistent dialogic, inspired by a Gentzen-style formulation of the meaning
of negation. As is very well known, the introduction rule for nega-
tion in natural deduction systems amounts to defining ¬A as (A⇒⊥),
where ⊥ is the falsum, i.e. a formula referring to an arbitrary absurdity.
Now, in dialogic the prime formula ⊥, because of the formal restriction
rule, cannot be asserted by P unless O asserted it first, but this is too
weak a restriction for controlling the explosive power of absurdity. If
we want the dialogues to behave paraconsistently beyond minimal logic,
we must conceive some negated formulæ, which might build non explo-
sive contradictions, as generating its own particular absurdity. In order
to implement this in the dialogic for P1 we will index the ⊥ symbol
with the corresponding formula: e.g. (a ⇒⊥a). The structural rule for
paraconsistent positive dialogues is as follows:

(SR-ST7P) (elementary absurdities formal rule): for any formula
a, P may only use the elementary absurdity ⊥a iff ⊥a has been stated
before by O.

Let us run an example in Table 6.

Table 6. Fig. 3. PEP rules. O wins.

O P

a→((a→⊥a) → (b→⊥b)) 0
1 a 0 (a→⊥a) → (b→⊥b) 2
3 a→⊥a 2 b→⊥b 4
5 b 4
7 ⊥a 3 < a > 6

O wins because his move 7, where he concedes ⊥a, does not allow P
to state ⊥b .

Changing the subscripts by indices, i.e., replacing ⊥a by ⊥i, which
could be quantified, also opens the way to IF- applications.

The corresponding tableaux for PDL (paraconsistent dialogic for P1)
are a very straightforward restriction of the classical (PDLC) or intu-
itionist (PDLI) rules. There is, in each case, a restriction to apply to
the closing branching rules:

PDL closing restriction : check after finishing the tableau and before
closing branches that for every elementary P-statement which follows
from the application of an O-rule to the corresponding negative O-literal
(i.e. for every attack on a negative O-literal), there is an O-attack on the
same negative literal, stated by P. If there is not, the branch remains
open.
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3.3 Connexive dialogic (XD).40

The structural relevance yielded by the notion of formal use, up to
now, has been strictly applied to P. Moreover, the validity of a formula
is expressed in a dialogue via the notion of formal restriction: validity
is a winning strategy under formal restriction. Now, we might want to
express some metalogical features in the object langage. But to perform
this amounts to introducing a new logical constant, i .e., a particle, which
can be played by both players and which allows both players to change
sides concerning the formal restriction during the game. Let us be more
precise.

The first step in connexive dialogic is to add to the game two new logi-
cal constants, expressing the metalogical (and unpalatable) properties of
attackability (V) and defensibility (F) of a formula. By playing VA, X
asserts that A can be defended under certain conditions. Attacking VA,
Y asserts that A cannot be won, whatever the conditions are. Hence Y
is committed to winning a dialogue (actually a subdialogue of the initial
dialogue) with X-A as a thesis, where he has to play formally, i.e. where
the formal restriction applies to him. The fact that a structural rule
is part of the particle rule for the V operator is a consequence of the
meta-theoretical nature of what V expresses. Dually, by playing FA,
X asserts that A can be successfully attacked under certain conditions.
Attacking FA, Y asserts that A cannot be lost in a game, thus commit-
ting himself to defending A in a subdialogue, playing under the formal
restriction – notice that F is closely related to the GTS definition of
negation.

Subdialogues are labelled parts of a dialogue, determined by the player
who opened them, and labelled to order them. The labelling introduces
a tree-based order in the following way: (i) the subdialogue where the
thesis is asserted is called the initial dialogue, and is labelled 1. (ii) The
mth subdialogue opened in the nth subdialogue is labelled n.m. (iii)
The subdialogue m where a subdialogue n has been opened is called the
upper section of m.n.

To formulate the particle rules one must extend the notion of state of
the game in order to reflect the distribution of the formal restriction on
the players. A state of the connexive game is then <R, σ, A, λ> where R,
σ, A are as before, and λ is an assignation of subdialogues to formulæ.
We write λa/m to express that the formula A is played in the subdialogue
m. The particle rules are:

Vparticle rule: from a formula of the form VA follows a state of
the connexive game <R, σ, A, λa/m >, responding to the attack ?V, of
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the challenger who plays under the formal restriction and where m is a
subdialogue opened by the player with the role of the defender.

Fparticle rule: from a formula of the form FA follows a state of the
connexive game <R, σ, ¬A, λa/m >, responding to the attack ?F of
the challenger who plays under the formal restriction and where m is a
subdialogue opened by the player with the role of the defender.

The motivation of connexive logic is that classical entailment cannot
discriminate between the trivially true conditionals41 and those which
express some determinate kind of meaning connection linking the if-part
to the then-part. So connexive dialogic uses another logical constant
to express the non-trivial entailment: the connexive If-Then (⇒). The
corresponding particle rule goes thus:
⇒particle rule: from A ⇒ B follows at least one of the following

states <R, σ, VA>, <R, σ, FB> or <R, σ, B>, responding respectively
to each of the attacks ?if , ?then, A, chosen by the challenger.

Some structural rules need a modification:
(SR-ST4X) (connexive formal rule): At the start of the dialogue
for A it is P who plays under the formal restriction. If X plays under the
formal restriction in a given section (subdialogue) he cannot use a prime
formula if Y did not utter this formula first in the same section. Dually,
Y can introduce a new prime formula in the given section anytime he
wants, according to the other rules. The only changes in this distribution
of the formal rule are those regulated by V and F.

(SR-ST8X) (connexive subdialogues relations): in a given subdia-
logue, X may choose as a target of his attacks any (complex) Y-formula
of this section (in so far as the other rules allow it). X may also choose
conditionals (Y-A ⇒ B) of the corresponding upper section, provided
he attacks with the classical X-A. No other type of attacks is allowed.

The formal restriction is used here to discard contradictions and tau-
tologies. More precisely, the player X, when asserting X-A⇒ b, must
have the possibility of choosing the correct resources to show that A
and b are not trivially connected. Moreover, this logic is able justify the
formulæ¬(¬a⇒a) and ¬(a⇒ ¬a) which were considered valid by Aris-
totle, Boethius, Kant, Strawson and many others but were subsequently
rejected by most of the logicians. These formulæ and have been related
to the well-known problem of subalternation in traditional syllogistic via
the dependency of ¬((a ⇒ b)⇒ ¬(a ⇒ ¬b)) on ¬(¬a ⇒ a). A further
feature of this dialogic is that its object language makes it possible to
express via V that the formula a is (contingently) true.

The idea behind the tableau method for connexive dialogic is to keep
track of the formal restriction by labelling the expressions with f and
nf, standing for formal and non-formal. The tableau rules are no longer
determined by O and P, but by the more general labels Xf and Ynf .
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A tableau for a starts with Pf − a, and a closed tableau proves that Pf

has a winning strategy for a.

(Ynf )-cases (Xf )-cases

Σ, (Ynf )A→ B Σ, ( Xf )A→ B

Σ, (Ynf )A → BΣ,
<(Xf )?if>(Ynf )VAΣ,
<(Xf )?then>(Ynf )FB

Σ, (Xf )A → B|Σ, (Xf )A → BΣ,
<(Ynf )?if>(Xf )VA|Σ,
<(Ynf )?then>(Xf )FB

Σ, (Ynf )VA Σ, (Xf )VA

Σ[→], <(Xf )?V>(Ynf )A Σ[→], <(Yf )?V>(Xnf )A
Σ, (Ynf )FA Σ, (Xf )FA

Σ[→], <(Xf )?V>(Ynf )¬A Σ[→], <(Yf )?V>(Xnf )¬A

The line “ ” signalises the opening of a new subdialogue (a new
one will be opened with every application of a V- or F-rule). The point
here is that the formal restriction changes from X to Y in the (Xf )VA
and (Xf )FA rules.

The restrictions for attacks which cross subdialogues, described at the
game level have to be expressed at the tableau level too. For this, we
need a device which, in a subdialogue, erases from the σ set all the non
relevant expressions of the upper section of the dialogue. This is what
we write as Σ[⇒]. The corresponding rule for Σ[⇒] is the following:

In the set σ of the subdialogue containing σ[⇒], replace those formulæ
of the upper section in which the connexive ⇒ occurs as the principal
logical constant with corresponding formulæ with the standard ⇒ as
principal logical constant, invert the f and nf labels when necessary,
according to the change of the formal restriction which has taken place
in the subdialogue, and delete all the other formulæ.42

3.4 Modal dialogic (MD).43

As already discussed in the different dialogics, statements uttered in
a game are always thought contextually. Modal dialogic is a systematic
account of an explicit notion of context, in the sense that the latter is
introduced at the propositional level of the object language.44 Modal
moves are hence dialogical expressions with a supplementary label, indi-
cating the context in which the move has been made. This means that
the state of the game induced by a modal formula is <R, σ, a, λ>, where
R, σ, a are as before, and λ is an assignation of contexts to formulæ.
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The usual modal operators for necessity “N” and possibility “P” are then
defined in the following way:

N-particle rule: From NA follows <R, σ, A, λa/m>, responding to the
attack ?N/m of the challenger where λa/m is the assignation of context
m to the formula A, and m is a context chosen by challenger.

P-particle rule: From PA follows a state of the game <R, σ, A, λa/m>,
responding to the attack ?P of the challenger, where λa/m is the assig-
nation of context m to the formula A, and m is a context chosen by the
defender.

Now, as well known, each modal logic can be distinguished by the
properties of the accessibility relation existing between the contexts de-
fined by this logic. In dialogic these relations are defined by the struc-
tural rules, specifying what contexts are accessible from a given context.
Before we give these structural rules, let us precise the notion of (dia-
logical) context.

Dialogical contexts always constitute a set of moves. These contexts
may have a finite number, or a countable infinity of elements, semi-
ordered by a relation of succession, obeying the very well known rules
which define a tree. The thesis is assumed to have been stated at a
dialogical context which constitutes the origin of the tree. The initial
dialogical context is numbered 1. Its n immediate successors are num-
bered 1.i (for i=1 to n) and so on. An immediate successor of a context
m.n is said to be of rank +1, the immediate predecessor m of m.n is
said to be of rank -1. And so on for arbitrarily higher (lower) degree
ranks.

Modal dialogics share the formal approach of all other dialogics in a
double sense: this rule determines the use of prime formulæ in a given
dialogical context and the generation of new dialogical contexts. The
following rule concerns the former:

(SR-ST4M) (modal formal use of prime formulæ): only O may
introduce prime formulæ. P cannot use a prime formula O did not utter
first in the same context. O can introduce a new prime formula anytime
he wants, according to the other rules.

In fact, on the contrary to the model theoretical approach, neither
the relevant prime formulæ nor the dialogical contexts are in principle
given before the dialogue begins – however it is not difficult to formulate
a conditioned version in GTS-style: one simply adds the prime formulæ
with the corresponding context-labels as hypotheses to the thesis. With
this method one could add to the set of hypotheses even the relevant
accessibility conditions, provided the language is extended with help
of an hybrid notation (see 4.2). A simpler method would be to add
structural rules describing the accessibilities required by the model.
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Since, as already remarked, the available dialogical contexts for the ar-
gumentation, exactly like prime formulæ, are not statically pre-arranged
conditions, but dynamically determined resources, which appear in the
course of the dialogue there must be a formal rule which restricts the
context opening possibilities in the course of a modal dialogue and es-
tablishes that O’s task is to consider the sole contexts which are relevant
for the validity of the formula at stake:

Definition (choice of dialogical contexts): a context m is said to
be chosen by X when X chooses the dialogical context label m when
performing an attack against a modal formula of the form NA, or when
defending a formula of the form PA (for any formula A). The dialogical
context label m is said to be new if it has never been chosen before. A
dialogical context with label m is said to have been introduced iff the
dialogical context label m is new. The initial context is considered to be
given while stating the thesis and, though it might not have been chosen
before, it is not new.

(SR-ST9.1) (formal rule for contexts): O may introduce a context
anytime the other rules let him do so. P cannot introduce a context,
and his choices when opening a context are restricted by the adequate
(SR-ST9.2) rule which reconstructs the properties of the accessibility
relation particular to the modal dialogic in question.

Restrictions on the possibilities for P to choose dialogical contexts
are the dialogical reconstruction of what the standard possible worlds
semantics expresses with help of accessibility relation properties. Sup-
pose P is at 1.n. The dialogical equivalent to reflexivity amounts to
allowing P to choose 1.n (i.e. to stay in the context he is playing in).
Symmetry is reconstructed as allowing P to choose a context of rank -1
relative to 1.n. Transitivity is reconstructed as allowing P to choose a
context of rank >+1 relative to 1.n. It is then straightforward to define
the correct SR-ST9.2 rule for the main modal systems, namely K, T, B,
S4 and S5.45

(SR-ST9.2K) (K ): P may choose a (given) dialogical context of rank
+1relative to the context he is playing in.

(SR-ST9.2T) (T): P may choose either the same dialogical context
where he is playing in or he may choose a (given) dialogical context of
rank +1 relative to the context he is playing in.

(SR-ST9.2B) (B): P may choose a (given) dialogical context of rank
-1 (+1) relative to the context he is playing in, or stay in the same
context.

(SR-ST9.2S4) (S4): P may choose a (given) dialogical context of
rank >+1 relative to the context he is playing in, or stay in the same
context.
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(SR-ST9.2S5) (S5): P may choose any (given) dialogical context.

Seriality cannot be reconstructed in a similar way, for this property
transgresses the formal rule for context SR-ST9.1, allowing P to intro-
duce a new context. What we need here is serial variant for SR-ST9.1:

(SR-ST9.1D): O may introduce a dialogical context anytime the other
rules let him do so. P may introduce a dialogical context of rank +1
relative to the dialogical context he is playing in, and his choices are
restricted otherwise by SR-ST9.2K.

Interesting is the fact that there is a real affinity between modal di-
alogic and the GTS version of it. Indeed, while fixing rules for modal
logic Hintikka distinguishes the rules which generates new worlds from
the rules in which a player fills actually with formulæ an already gen-
erated world. This distinction is nowadays quite often implemented in
tableau systems for modal logic. It should be clear that, dialogically,
the moves in a modal game feature an application of the same notions:
introducing a dialogical context corresponds to generating one, and the
defence of a necessity or a possibility by P amounts to filling an already
generated dialogical context with a formula.

4. Intrinsic pluralism and it’s dialogical language
Up to now, we have shown how some logical systems, coming from

very different traditions, find a natural dialogical reconstruction allowing
to exhibit in the same framework some of the connections between them.

In this section, we will turn to the problem of the unity and the
diversity of the notion of logical consequence within the frame of dialogic.
This leads indeed to a nexus of related difficulties, which we want first
to delineate, before we present what dialogic can do about it.

There are ongoing discussions about three apparently different top-
ics, namely the tension between: (i) explicit / implicit modalities, (ii)
metalogical / object language level rules, (iii) propositional and non
propositional knowledge. Our point here is that all these tensions, which
are closely related to the question concerning the unity of logical con-
sequence, can be seen as different expressions of a same phenomenon,
and that (in some cases) the tension could be dissolved in the way prag-
matics philosophy conceives the interaction between propositional and
non propositional levels as developed in the work of Gilbert Ryle for
example. Let us present these discussions very briefly:

(1) Göran Sundholm, as many other intuitionistic philosophers, thinks
that the standard formulation of modal logics do not do justice to the
epistemic motivation of modalities. His point is that the propositional
translation of the epistemic character of logical inference by means of the
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necessity operator of standard modal logics brings into the object level
the epistemic necessity of logical inference, transforming this relation
between a subject and (a) proposition(s) into the pure relation between
propositions called logical consequence. In his view this move induces
either a rejection of the epistemic nature at the metalogical level or a
kind of regressus ad infinitum, for one needs either some kind of non-
epistemic notion of logical consequence at the metalogical level or some
other epistemic notion of inference of higher degree.

(2) Another important point, discussed by substructuralists and lin-
earists concerns the change of logics. When defining the components of
a logic, substructuralists differentiate between: (i) fixed particles (the
usual introduction and elimination rules for logical constants) and (ii)
structural rules (which apply to these logical constants). Structural rules
belong to another level (Hilbertians love to say that there are meta-
propositions) expressing, from the point of view of logical consequence,
general properties of the logical constants in question. One can see the
choice of the structural rules as a way to say how to apply the logical
connectives to a given context – e.g. in a given argumentation context
(say temporal) one might not wish to have commutativity: we simply
say that the correspondent structural rule does not apply here. In fact,
what many substructuralists do is to concede that different structural
logics do define different notions of logical consequence.

On the other hand pro-linearists (followers of the French computer-
logician Jean Yves Girard) claim that every structural rule can be ex-
pressed at the object level via particles, or in Gentzen terms, with the
help of appropriate introduction and elimination rules. Changing logics
is, in Girard’s view, a mistaken way to express that for some (math-
ematical) purposes a new and more adequate combination of particles
rules has been formulated.

If we generalise point (1) extending the scope of the notion of implicit
knowledge as including structural conditions and put this together with
(2) we might say that while the substructuralists use of particle rules
is propositional and explicit, their use of substructural rules is either
implicit and non propositional or explicit but meta-logical.

In Ryle’s philosophy, there is a well-studied distinction between propo-
sitional and non-propositional knowledge. One of his points is that
propositional level arises when something at the non propositional level
does not work: you do not usually need to read a book to ride a bike
but sometimes, perhaps when the shape of the bike has changed drasti-
cally or when you want to teach (in a dialogical situation) someone, or
even teach to anyone: you need a level where the knowing-how (implicit
knowledge) becomes propositional (explicit knowledge). Narahari Rao
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wrote an excellent book (Rao [1994]) about the relation between these
two types of knowledge. The very point of the distinction is, as devel-
oped by Rao, that there should be an interface between these levels: a
subtle feedback, producing a special kind of looping: indeed, if the non
propositional level is the object of the propositional one, the later finds
its ratio essendi only when it has, as a consequence, the improvement
of the non propositional.

We would like to suggest that Rao’s interpretation of Ryle could be
used to solve the tension of (1) and (2). To put it very briefly: there
are some occasions (argument contexts) where we would like to reflect
and discuss the conditions under which an argument schema is consid-
ered to be valid. In these (critical) moments, the implicit structures
assumed with the validity of the argument in question will be brought
to the propositional level examined as a new kind of logical constant
which induces a determinate notion of logical consequence– this obvi-
ously presupposes other implicit structural rules with the help of which
the (by now explicit) conditions of validity at stake are being examined,
but which might be too the start of another cycle of implicit/explicit
exchange.46 And those circumstances which motivates a reflexive mo-
ment seem quite often to motivate a change in the way we reason. Plu-
ralism, as the reckoning that the words “logical inference (consequence)”
have more than one meaning, is then a condition of intelligibility of what
happens when this type of implicit/explicit exchange occur.

Much of the research in the field of non-classical logic has inherited
the classical idea that there is one and only one real logic (i.e. definition
of what is a correct inference), a position which we will refer to as logical
monism. Our position, on the other hand, is pluralist in the sense that
we accept that there is an arbitrary number of distinct correct notions of
inference, for which there seems to be no reason to always assume that
they are reducible. The dialogical frame has proved itself a valuable
means of confronting these different notions, via the confrontation of
different sets of structural rules, notions that could be studied too at
the particle level in the way suggested just above. In fact, from the
dialogical point of view proving is a special kind of action in context,
the rules of which might change when the context changes.

The ability to produce (m)any logic(s) within the same conceptual
frame, conserving the same general notion of validity and the same way
of fixing the required semantics, allows the dialogician to compare very
precisely the different logics. That is why dialogic is not a logic, but a
frame in which formal languages can be expressed (among many other
things) and studied. If admittedly the first dialogical system was an
attempt by Lorenzen, who was a pure bred monist, to delineate the
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foundations of intuitionist mathematics and logics, nevertheless, since
the philosophical work of Lorenz, the dialogician is not that much con-
cerned with the defence of a specific formalism as the way to solve all the
(metamathematical) problems of mankind. (S)he is rather interested in
what dialogic does best: studying the relations between logics or even
more generally between argumentation systems, which implies accepting
the multiplicity of logics and argumentation systems.

In the following section (4.1), we will show that there is an adequate
logic for the reasoning about different logics, a kind of in-built logic of
pluralism, and how to express it as a dialogic.

In the next section (4.2), we will present a special kind of dialogues,
namely: structure seeking dialogues (SSD), showing with some detail
how one can conceive a game where some of the rules of the game are
at stake. This should shed some light on the interplay between implicit
and explicit forms of logical structures.

4.1 Non-normal contexts and logical pluralism.
4.1.1 The maxim of pluralism. When Kripke47 introduced
the non-normal worlds to the formal apparatus of the possible worlds
semantics, it was to gain a discrimination between the notions of validity
and of necessity. In some modal logics it could be desirable to get rid of
the necessitation rule, which establishes that if a proposition a is valid,
then it is necessary that a. The aim of this section is to relate logics
without necessitation rule with logical pluralism.

In this perspective, a really pluralist view of logic is based on the claim
that, with respect to some formal system λm there is always another for-
mal system λn which both: (i) does not count an arbitrary proposition
a, which is a theorem of λm, to the number of its (λn) theorems, and (ii)
makes sense with respect to some context of rational thinking. The idea
is that it sometimes seems sensible to make it explicit that another kind
of logic is always conceivable, applying somewhere else in the universe of
the arguments. Indeed, though we might assume that many of the argu-
ments in our world of everyday are logical, we are not thereby assuming
in general that the logical necessity of these arguments extends to all
type of arguments. Moreover it very much looks as if in such argumen-
tation contexts, we are prepared to concede that no logical necessity of
these arguments is necessarily necessary – which was one of the major
points stressed by Descartes while discussing the issue of eternal truths.
Our claim is that the explicit propositional formulation of this pluralistic
tenet can be expressed by the so-called non-normal modal logic.
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4.1.2 Non-normal modal dialogic. Let us call non-normal
such argumentation contexts or “worlds”, where a different logic holds
relative to the logic holding in a given world defined as normal. Logi-
cians have invented several logics capable of handling logically arguments
which are aware of such a situation which seems to threaten the very
idea of logical necessity. The main idea of their strategy is simple: logi-
cal validity is about normal contexts and not about logically weird ones:
we only have to restrict our arguments to the normal ones. Now, the
point of this strategy is not to ignore the non-normal contexts, but to
take into consideration no other context than the normal ones while de-
ciding about the validity of a given argument. Actually there is a less
conservative strategy: namely, one in which a formula is said to be valid
if it is true in all worlds whether normal or non-normal. The result
is notoriously pluralistic: no logical argument could be proven in such
systems to be unconditionally necessary.

Anyway if we have a set of contexts, how are we to recognise the
normal ones? The answer is clear in the dialogical context: those con-
texts in which a logical necessity of a particular kind has been explicitly
assumed (conceded) during an argument to hold, cannot be considered
as non-normal in the same argument and relative to the same kind of
necessity. Or, to express it the other way around, if there is some loss
of information concerning previous choices or concessions of a necessary
formula of a particular kind, one cannot assume that the context is a
normal one relative to this kind of necessity.

The point seems to be now, while testing the validity of a given ar-
gument, to find a device to check whether the argument loses its logical
force when non-normal contexts are taken into account. For instance, as
already pointed out, the rule of necessitation fails in every non-normal
logic.

As we have seen, in dialogic and in game-theoretical approaches to
modal logic, the introduction or generation of new contexts (subdia-
logues, subgames, indexed sets of formulæ, possible worlds, or whatever
type of contexts your ontology can stomach) are seen as complementary
to rules which allows to profit from these generated contexts by filling
them with formulæ, or simply by proving in them. From the dialogical
point of view they are seen as concessions of O which can be used by
P: as already mentioned, the introduction of a dialogical context works
in an analogous way to the formal rule for prime formulæ. Let us de-
tail now what happens to modal dialogic when non-normal contexts are
considered.
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Validity concerning normality. The major issue here is to deter-
mine dynamically – i.e., during the process of a dialogue – which of the
contexts are the normal ones. This must be a part of the dialogue’s struc-
tural rules (in the case that we are not dealing with dialogues where the
dialogical contexts are supposed to have been given and classified from
the start). Let us formulate the following general rule implementing the
required dynamics:

(SR-ST10.05) (S05-rule): P may attack a formula of the form PA
or defend a necessity-formula of the form NA stated in the context m
if and only if m is a normal context.

Two further assumptions will complete this rule: (i) the dialogue’s
initial context is normal, and (ii) no other context than the initial is
normal.

The dialogic resulting from these rules is a dialogical reconstruction
of a logic known in the literature as S.05. In this logic validity is de-
fined relative to normality and has the constraint that no other newly
introduced world is normal. Certainly N(a⇒ a) will be valid (the newly
generated context, which has been introduced by the challenger while
attacking the thesis has been generated from the normal starting con-
text). NN(a⇒ a), on the contrary, will not be valid: the attack of O in
the second context cannot be responded by P since this context is not
normal (and thus we cannot assume that the external and the internal
necessity operators are of the same kind – i.e. correspond to the same
logic).

Let us produce a dialogical reconstruction of another logic, known as
S2, where we assume not only that the first context is normal and the
rule introduced above, but also:

(SR-ST10.2) (context normality rule): If O has stated in a context
n a formula of the form NA (or if P has stated in n a formula of the
form PA), then the context n can be assumed to be normalLi .48

This is, for our purposes, a more appealing logic than S.05 because it
makes of the status of the contexts at stake a question to be answered
within the dynamics of the dialogue. One can even obtain certain iter-
ations such as N(N(a ⇒ b) ⇒(Na ⇒Nb)) which is not valid in S.05,
but it is in S2 (the first context is normal by definition, the second con-
text will be normal because O will concede Na there. Now, because
the second context is normal, P can answer in the third one which has
been generated from the second normal one). Adding transitivity to S2
renders S3.

Validity concerning normality and non-normality. The point
of the logics presented in the chapter before was not to ignore the non-
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normal contexts, but only to take into consideration the normal ones
while deciding about the validity of a given argument. We will motivate
here a less conservative concept, namely, one in which a formula is said
to be valid if it is true in all worlds whether normal or non-normal.
These logics are known as E. In no E system will Na be valid for any
formula a. Isn’t this challenging?

Suppose one modifies S.05 in such a way that no context is assumed
from the start to be normal. This logic, called E.05, is unfortunately not
of great interest: a formula will be valid in E iff it is valid in non-modal
logics (think of N(a ⇒ b) ⇒(Na ⇒Nb), which in this logic cannot be
proven to be valid). Modality seems not be of interest there, and this
logic can be thought as a kind of a modal lower limit.

Now the elimination of the assumption of the first context to be
normal in S2 yields an interesting dialogic for our purposes. N(a ⇒
b) ⇒(Na⇒Nb) is valid there, signalising a more minimal condition for
the validity of this formula as K (for it does even not assume, as K does,
that validity concerns only normal worlds), which in turn will prove of
importance for the structure-seeking dialogues. Similarly one could pro-
duce D versions, etc. Indeed E2 seems to be the appropriate language
where the logical pluralist might make explicit his arguments against the
eternity of logical truths.

4.2 Structure-seeking dialogues. (SSD).49

SSD are meant to let the player discuss, within the object language
of the dialogue, some structural rules specific to modal propositional di-
alogic or more generally, in a more standard language, the aim here is
to study how the assumed validity of some propositional modal formula
uttered in a given field of argumentation can be said to impose some de-
terminate frame conditions. An interesting fact is that the formal devices
applied by Patrick Blackburn [2001] while displaying an anti-pragmatist
interpretation of modal dialogic can be used to study what we see as
the passage from dialogical pragmatics to dialogical semantics. Let us
deploy some few lines about this issue in order to explain what we see as
the philosophical background of SSD: Charles William Morris’ distinc-
tion between pragmatism and semantics is still very influential today.
Blackburn (2001), for instance, seems to think within this conceptual
framework while discussing the pragmatical content of dialogues. Mor-
ris’ view amounts to defining semantics as a relation between signs and
objects, and pragmatics as a relation between signs and utterers using
these signs. When applied to dialogic, this distinction misses the point:
from a dialogical point of view, both, semantics and pragmatics, are
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conceived as a relation between signs and utterers using these signs But
this does not mean that in dialogic we deny the pragmatics/semantics
distinction, it just applies somewhere else. Dialogical semantics define
meaning by the playing of a game where the rules (in use) are fixed.
Dialogical pragmatics, on the other hand, deals with the games with
not yet fixed or not yet determined rules – that does not mean that de-
grees between these moments are not possible: the difference between
structural and local meaning witnesses such a graduation.

Besides this general background concerning the dialogical theory of
meaning, SSD are also related to the passage from explicit to implicit
modalities in logics. In effect, as already mentioned, from the dialogical
point of view, making explicit a given rule of the game within a game,
i.e. expressing it within the same propositional object language, amounts
to make this rule (which up to that point has been implicitly agreed
on) the object of the argument. Thus some part of the rules which
was fixed in an implicit agreement and which fixed a part of the global
(structural) meaning of the formula in question is now at stake, hence
(pragmatically) open to some (global) meaning changes. However, once
the game is finished, a global semantics, perhaps even new, will be fixed.

We will discuss here a particularly simple case of such a movement,
where the rule at stake is the structural rules restricting the accessibility
relation in modal propositional dialogic. Now these implicit rules can in
turn be made explicit, under the motivation of a very frequent situation:
given a (modal) formula a, one wonders under which conditions one could
win a game for A. It is exactly this case we would like to explore.

4.2.1 Nominals. We first need to enrich our language in order
to be able to refer to the contexts and their accessibility at the level of
the games, i.e. at the object-language level. We will use an adapted
version of Blackburn’s satisfaction operator @.50

We need a device to refer to a given context, or a class of contexts,
within the formulæ of the games: let NAME be a function assigning a
prime formula νn to every context n introduced during the dialogical
process. The prime formulæνi assigned by NAME are called nominals,
and the context n is said to be the denotation of the prime formula νn,
since any such formula uniquely determine the context it is bound to.
This calls for a structural rule for the use of nominals:

(SR-ST1SSD)(nominals use rule): X-νn can only be played in the
dialogical context n. The player under formal restriction can (as usual)
use a nominal if, and only if, this nominal has been introduced before
by the player who is not formally restricted.
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Now this rule calls for a precise definition of the notion of introduction
of a nominal:

Definition (introduction of a nominal): a nominal is introduced by
a player when: (i) it is asserted by the player in the same way the
other prime formulæ are asserted ; (ii) the label of the dialogical context
it denotes has been used by the player to attack a modal operator of
necessity ; or (iii) when the player defends against an attack aimed at a
modal operator of possibility in the context denoted by the nominal.

(SR-STSSD) (Formal formal rule of accessibility): Once a con-
text n has been introduced by O as a reaction to a modal formula in m,
n could be used by P to attack or defend another modal formula stated
in m.

Let us now define the syntax for the @ operator, extending our modal
language Lm into a hybrid language LH :

Let m be a dialogical context label, i.e. a finite sequence of positive
integers of the form n.o.p. . . and i a free variable ranging over the set
of dialogical contexts. @m or @i can be added to a wff of Lm to form a
new wff: if A is a wff of Lm, possibly complex, @mA and @iA are wff.
For any A and B two wff of Lm and * any dyadic connector (i.e. * ∈{
∧, ∨, ⇒}), @mA*@mB can be written @m(A*B), and @iA*@iB can
be written @i(A*B).

The idea behind the @ operator is to distinguish the assertion that a
given formula a can be defended in the dialogical context m (or in any
dialogical context) (X-@mA (or X-@iA)) from the dialogical context n
where the assertion has been uttered – which could be different from m.

Thus, X-@mA (or X-@iA) can be asserted in any dialogical context
n (possibly different from m), and its dialogical local meaning amounts
to the assertion that the player X is ready to defend a in the dialogical
context m (or in any dialogical context m chosen by Y). So there are
two particle rules for the @ operator, according whether its index is a
constant or a variable:

@ particle rule (constant): from a formula of the form @mA, where
m is a constant, follows a state of the modal game <R, σ, A, λa/m >,
responding to the attack ?@ of the challenger, where m is the label of
the dialogical context stipulated by @m.

@ particle rule (variable): from a formula of the form @iA, where i is a
free variable ranging over the set of labels of dialogical contexts, follows
a state of the modal game <R, σ, A, λa/m >, responding to the attack
?i/m, of the challenger where m is the label of a dialogical context chosen
by the challenger.

Now we need a structural rule to define what dialogical contexts are
eligible while performing the attack ?i/m against @iA:
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(SR-ST2SSD) (@ attack rule): while performing an attack against
@i, X can choose the label of any context which the other structural
rules of the modal dialogue let him choose.

4.2.2 Structure seeking dialogues. To allow the players to
discuss the rules of the game in the sense mentioned above let us intro-
duce some formal devices, namely the ∆ sequence, and the operators
{∆} and Min.51

The first point to precise is to determine which of the rules of the
game can be challenged. In our case, what is at stake is the structural
rule restricting the context choice of the proponent (SR-ST9.2).52 The
properties of this rule can be expressed within the propositional modal
language by means of Blackburn’s hybrid language [2001] in the following
way (e.g.):

reflexivity: @iPνi, symmetry: @iNPνi, transitivity: PPνi ⇒Pνi, den-
sity: Pνi ⇒PPνi, euclidianity: (Pνi∧Pνj) ⇒(@iPνj∨@jP νi), serial-
ity: Pνn

Any of these formulæ will generate a dialogue where the corresponding
property will be said to have been made an explicit structural condition
for the validity of a given formula So the SSD will run within the limits
of a sequence ∆ of structural conditions. The sequence ∆ is introduced
in the language as the follows:

Given an arbitrary positive integer k, let ∆ be a finite sequence53 of
k structural conditions, which we assume not to be empty. Let ∆i (for
i=0 to k -1) be the elements of ∆. We also assume an order between the
subsets of ∆.

Let us introduce now A{∆}, expressing that a formula a will be-
come the thesis of a SSD with respect to some given sequence ∆. The
operator{∆} in A{∆} can be understood as a kind of existential quanti-
fier restricting the structural conditions under which a is assumed to be
valid (see note 54 for an explicit and formal use of such a quantifier).
The player who states A{∆} asserts hereby that in the sequence ∆, there
is at least one (non-commutative conjunction of) structural condition(s)
which is minimal and sufficient to win any dialogue for a. Let us precise
the particle rule for this operator:

{∆} particle rule: from A{∆} follows the SSD game <R, σ, Min(δnA),
λ>, reacting to the attack ?{∆} of the challenger, where δn ∈ ∆ and has
been chosen by the defender.

The role of the operator Min is to allow to build formulæ such as
Min(∆ n,a), which we call structural statements (STS). By uttering an
STS formula a player makes explicit which of the structural conditions he
assumed while stating A{∆}. In other words, the player claims herewith
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that he assumes that a determined element (or conjunction of elements)
δi of ∆ is the minimal structural condition for the validity of a – the
point behind the minimality claim involved by STS is that P should be
obvious: if no minimality is claimed P would always choose S5 and win.
Informally, the idea is that structural statements can be attacked by
the challenger in two distinct ways. First, by conceding the condition δi,
claimed by the player X to be minimal, and asking X to prove the thesis.
Second, by (counter)claiming that the thesis could be won with a (subset
of) condition(s) of lesser rank in ∆. In that case, the game proceeds in
a subdialogue, started by the challenger who now will claim that the
formula in question can be won under the hypothesis δj , where δj is dif-
ferent from δi and has a lesser rank as δi. Since the challenger (Y) starts
the subdialogue he now has to play formally. Obviously, the player that
now plays under the formal restriction in the subdialogue cannot state
extra STS: he has fixed the rules with his attack and hereby completed
the relevant semantics for the formula in question: the subdialogue is
not played as a SSD but simply as dialogue under hypotheses. 54

Notice that one could see the SSD as a way to extend the local se-
mantics of certain modal formulæ. Before stating the local semantics of
structural statements let us extend the notion of state of a modal game:

Such a state following a formula A is a tuple <R, σ, A, λ, ψ>, where
R, σ, A and λ are defined as in modal dialogic, and ψ is a assignment
of SSD-subdialogues to formulæ (we write ψd to express that ψ assigns
the SSD-subdialogue d to the formula A).

Here the local semantics for structural statements:

Min particle rule: from Min(∆m, A), where A is a formula and ∆m

∈ ∆m, follow either a state of the SSD game S=<R, σ, ∆m, λ, ψ>,
consecutive to an attack ?∆m of the challenger, or a state S’=<R’, σ,
(∆n ⇒ A), λ, ψ/d>, where d is a new SSD-subdialogue. Whether the
game proceeds to S or S’ is the choice of the challenger.

Remark: Actually the idea is to find procedurally during the game,
by means of a sort of explicit abduction, which are the adequate condi-
tions for winning. As already mentioned P starts by choosing which of
the conditions of ∆ he assumes to be the minimal one. But it may well
happen that though this condition is indeed minimal it is still insufficient
for winning, i.e.. it might happen that the subset of conjuncts should
contain more elements. In that case, P will have to defend again against
the ?{∆} attack, with a stronger condition (i.e. of higher rank).55 This
means that the part of the SSD where conditions are at stake is always
played with the classical rules. This is a consequence of the fact that ∆
is finite: there is always a decision procedure which grants that classical
rules are safe. Let us fix this with a structural rule:
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(SR-ST3SSD) ({∆} attack rule): even when the dialogue is played
with intuitionist rules, P is allowed to defend himself several times – but
with different choices – against the same attack ?{∆} on his structural
statement.

Since during a SSD changes of players concerning the formal restric-
tion are possible, we will follow here the device introduced in connexive
logics using the expression Xf (or Ynf ) to identify who of the players
is the one playing under the formal restriction (or not under formal
restriction). Let us start redefining the formal rule for SSD games.

(SR-ST4SSD) (SSD formal rule): At the start of the dialogue for
A it is P who plays under the formal restriction. If X plays under
the formal restriction in given SSD-subdialogue he cannot use a prime
formula Y did not introduced before in the same subdialogue. Dually,
for Y who does not play under the formal restriction. There is no
other change of formal restriction than the one induced by the rule
SR-ST6SSD (see below).

What we need now is to establish those structural rules which connect
the attack against structural statements and which regulate the changes
of the formal restriction:

(SR-ST5SSD) (Min attack rule): only Ynf is allowed to attack a
formula of the form Min(δm, A) with δm, or with δn ⇒ A, where δn ∈ ∆
and n<m.

(SR-ST6SSD) (formal restriction changes rule): when a formula
of the form Min(δm, A) is attacked by δn ⇒ A, the game proceeds in a
new subdialogue where Y now plays under the formal restriction (i.e.,
Y now assumes the role Yf ), and X now plays as Xnf .

NOTE: Notice that the notion of ∆ given here is abstract. We kept
it abstract, because there is no universal definition of structural mini-
mality: each context and each interpretation of the modalities carries
its own notion of minimality. That is why the nature and the order
of the various structural conditions are pragmatically determined by a
convention before each SSD. A good example of the context-dependence
of the order of the rules is that of the question of the rank of seriality.
On the one hand, many deontic interpretations of the modalities would
have D as a theorem but without reflexivity. Thus in a deontic SSD, one
would say seriality is minimal with respect to reflexivity. On the other
hand, the serial rule is not formal, in the sense that the player under
formal restriction is nonetheless authorised to open a new context. In
some other context, formality may be a very important property, and
reflexivity would hence be seen as minimal. One can easily imagine that
things get even worse when trying to order combinations of structural
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conditions, or structural conditions from foreign domains (think for in-
stance of including in SSD the choice between normal and non-normal
structural conditions).

Table 7. SSD for D, where ∆={ν1<Pνn<@iPνi} and ctx reads dialogical context. O
wins.

ctx O P ctx

(Na →Pa){∆} 0 1
1 1 <?{∆} > 0 S1 Min(ν1, (Na→Pa)) 2 1
1 3 < ν1 > 2 Na→Pa 4 1
1 5 Na 4 Pa 6 1
1 7 <?P > 6
[1] [1] [<?{∆} >] [0] S2 Min(@iPνi, (Na→Pa)) 8 1
1 9 (Pνn) →(Na→Pa) 8
1 11 Np→Pa 9 Pνn 10 1
1 13 Pa 9 Na 12 1
1.1 19 a 13 <?P > 14 1
1 15 <?P > 10 < ν1.1 > 16 1.1
1.1 17 <?N/1.1

> 12 a 18 1.1

The example depicted in Figure 7 shows how an SSD would run for
D. P makes the mistake of choosing reflexivity in move 8 where seriality
is sufficient to win relative to the sequence ∆={ν1<Pνn<@iPνi}. As in
connexive dialogic, the shaded areas of the dialogue indicate the subdi-
alogues d.i where the player who stated the thesis of d.i plays under the
formal restriction.

The epistemic features of these dialogues are expressed by the change
of the formal restriction. This dialogical device has been elaborated to
yield the connexive dialogic, where the meaning relevance connecting
the terms of the dyadic operators can be expressed by using contingency
assertions, granting that no winning strategy stems from triviality. Now
a contingency assertion cannot be uttered independently of the knowl-
edge of a situation (a context), since it amounts to describing a situation
where the formula at stake is true (or false). It is then reasonable to
understand the use of the contingency operators V and F by a player
as the player’s claim to know a situation where the formula is true (or
false). A lost subdialogue about this claim is then evidence that the
player believed he knew, and was wrong. In the very same way, SSD are
epistemic. By using the Min operator, P claims he knows the minimal
structural conditions under which the thesis can be won. But this claim
can be contested, and become the subject of an argument. Now when
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contesting such a claim, the challenger has to allow the defender to use
his knowledge of the situation and free him of the formal restriction.

It is important to notice that there is some implicit knowledge sup-
porting P’s claim which should not be propositionalised in the same SSD.
It is an implicit epistemic notion acting at the level of judgement. That
said, is should be clear that it could be the object of another structure
seeking game, but then a higher degree of non-propositional knowledge
will be needed.

5. Conclusion and the way ahead.
One of the major points of this paper was to stress the convergences

and correspondences existing between different approaches to logics. Our
hope here is that it is possible to transfer from one way of doing logic to
another, so as to be able to profit from the best that each has to offer.
Pluralism is nothing but the acknowledgement that, as Frege insisted
all his life (although in a very monist way), formalism is not neutral
to the thought, and (as Frege would never have accepted) that we need
several Begriffsschriften, in order to say all that has to be said about our
objects. Now, plurality of languages become a wealth if one possesses
the Rosette’s stones, allowing one to understand how the dialogues are
to be built. Let us suggest some steps in that direction.

5.1 The way to IF (1): Normal and non-normal
contexts.

One could see the logics of section 4.1.2 as a problem of quantification
over restricted domains. If one accepts the interpretation of the modal
operators as quantifiers ranging over contexts, then it is straightforward
to divide between operators ranging over normal contexts and others
ranging over non-normal contexts. But restricted domains emulate in
a static way a dynamic process, as described by IF-logic. Actually,
restricted domains have been used to dispense with IF, but one could go
the other way round too, especially if interested in studying how these
restricted domains arise as the product of a dynamical process.

Let us distinguish two types of normality concessions: generated nor-
malities (GNor) and fixed normalities (FNor):

Definition (generated normality): if O states a formula NA in context
d.n it is said that O has generated an N -normal context - i.e. he states
herewith that d.n is an element of Gnor.

Definition (fixed normality): the context d.n is said to have been fixed
as normal iff it has been established at the start of the dialogue that
d.n belongs to the set of normal contexts FNor.
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If O generates a context d.m from d, then P, who before was in d
may place moves in d.m if and only if the new generated context has
been generated from either GNor or FNor.

Now let us suppose that we are in the context of IF-logic where in-
dependence of information is possible. Assume that the player X has
to play under some loss of information concerning previous choices or
concessions of a necessary formula of a particular kind. In this case the
player X cannot assume that the context is a normal one relative to this
kind of necessity – note that the player might, e.g., not lose information
about the fixed normality but about the generated ones. This opens
the field to applying all the subtleties of IF in the exploration of this
type of logics. It suggests too another possible way to understand the
classification between normal and non-normal in a non-ontological way.
Non-normality becomes the sign of an epistemic failure concerning the
borders where the concept of necessity involved applies.

5.2 The way to IF (2): Free and paraconsistent
logics

The main point of free logics is that from ak1 one might not deduce
∃xAx, because this quantifier might have an existential import, which
is missing in the individual constant. In fact we could also express free
logic in the framework of restricted quantifiers in, e.g. the formulation
∃{DE}xAx – i.e. ∃x ranges over DE (the domain of existents, as opposed
to DF, the domain of fictions). Now, free logic can also be understood,
in the dialogical frame, as the result of an information independence
problem. While O has conceded Ak1, P still does not know in which
domain (DE or DF – or even in any other) O chose it. So P cannot
use Ak1 to attack or defend a quantifier until O explicitly concedes some
information about the domain Ak1 comes from.

The situation is similar with paraconsistency. In one main interpreta-
tion paraconsistency seeks to differentiate between two domains of nega-
tions: in one domain anything follows from a contradiction, while in the
other it does not. Once again one can easily prefigure a game situation
where one player does not know if the other’s use of a given negation in
a contradiction allows quodlibet to be derived from that contradiction or
not.

These brief lines are intended to suggest how to develop a dialogue
between paradigms. The implicit claim throughout the paper is that
the pragmatic philosophy inherent to dialogic is a sufficient condition for
achieving unity in diversity. Nevertheless, and more modestly, dialogic
could also be seen as a heuristical stage on the way to a semantics of the
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logic of a given argumentation context before the (dynamic) features of
the standard model semantics for this logic have been formulated. With
this in mind, the dialogician should set a basis for co-operation between
philosophers and logicians in the same dialogical way as philosophers
have always done.
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Notes
1. Cf. Walton [1985], 259-274.

2. Cf. Wansing [1994], 128. ‘Dosen’s Principle’ plays a central role for example in Display
Logic and Substructural Logics (cf Belnap [1982] and Wansing [1998]).

3. Cf. Girard ([1993], [1998a], [1998b]), cf. also Blass ([1992], [1997], [2002]) and Hyland
[1997].

4. The application of these principles motivated the publication of papers on various
dialogics (cf. Rahman [1993], Rahman, Rückert and Fischmann [1997], Rahman [2001],
Rahman and Carnielli [2000], Rahman and Van Bendegem [2002]).

5. Cf. Fitting ([1983], [1993]), Rahman and Rückert [1999], Rahman [2002].

6. This has been stressed before by Gabbay ([1996], 20–34).

7. Cf. Rahman/Rückert [2001].

8. We use the term dialogic when we consider the general frame of concepts for any logic.

9. I.e. sound and complete with respect to these systems. Cf. Felscher [1986] and Rahman
[1993].

10.By formula, we understand the traditional wff.

11.Felscher [1985], 218-221.

12.Determined as usual.

13.Obviously there is no particle rule for prime formulæ. But particle rules could be
augmented with an assignment of atomic (predicate) games to prime formulæ. See the note
on GTS at the end of 2.2.

14.We note R” an assignation inverting R’, and so on.
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15.The concept of state of a game suggests a connection to GTS. Indeed to establish
the connection between these particle rules and the GTS corresponding notions, it suffices
to extend the notion of state of the game. A first step would be to add an assignment of
so-called atomic games to some prime formulæ relevant for the principal formula of the game,
yielding material games. The next step would be to replace this assignment by another one,
a valuation function giving these prime formulæ a truth value (introducing hereby in dialogic
the notion of truth as a primitive), yielding what we call alethic games. This extension
process makes of the games something increasingly determined by initial conditions (which
is precisely the point of GTS, i.e. reasoning under conditions). We can then, once more, see
the local semantics of dialogic as the result of an abstraction process, transforming the initial
conditions into general rules to free the games from the constraints of a model and displaying
the schematic meaning of logical constants for any other logics. In fact the structural formal
rule accomplishes this transformation: every prime formulæ could be seen as encoding an
atomic (predicate) game which can be retrieved and even “copied” when demanded. This
strategy is known in the literature as “copy-cat strategy”: X: how do you justify your prime
formula a? Y: In the same way (i.e., with the same atomic game) you justify the move n,
where you conceded that a.

16.Cf. Ranta [1988]. Thanks to Daniel Vanderveken for fruitful remarks on this point.
For further discussion, see Vanderveken [1991]

17. It seems that Lorenz was the first to apply this use of the concept of winning strategy
(as opposed to Hintikka’s use, where winning strategy means truth in a model).

18. Jean Yves Girard developed thoroughly one point, which is one of the possible ways
to perform dialogical semantics. Most of the stipulations by the structural rules can also
be expressed at the propositional level, by extending the set of particles. Indeed, when the
conditions of logical inference are the object which one is reasoning about, they should be
expressed in the object language, but when they are the modalities of the act of inference,
they have to stay at the metalinguistic level, otherwise the rational process would become
viciously circular. Structural rules determine the way one can infer, while particle rules are
inference patterns.

19.More precisely, SDC rules are (SR-0, 1, 3, 4, 5) with (SR-2C), and SDI rules are (SR-0,
1, 3, 4, 5) with (SR-2I). When irrelevant, we will omit the distinction, to keep the exposition
as simple as possible.

20.Notice that this does not mean that the last open attack was the last move.

21.For more commentaries on this issue see 2.5 and footnote 15.

22.See Lorenz [2001], 260.

23.Take the well-known case of ∃x(Ax⇒ ∀yAy).

24.See Prakken H. and Vreeswijk G. [2000].

25.The strategical games perspective suggests an interesting dynamical notion of logical
form. It seems indeed reasonable to compare two formulæ by considering only those parts of
them which are relevant for the games in testing their validity: following this line, (a∧b) ⇒ a is
the same as (a∧C) ⇒ a, for b and C are redundant. So our point here is that the consideration
of redundancies relative to a given game determines the concept of logical form. Changing
the way one arguments a formula amounts indeed to having another concept of its form.

26.Which means either defending X-a ⇒ b with X-b, or counterattacking the attack Y-a.

27.Lorenzen [1989], pp. 43-69.

28.For a precise formulation of GTS see the paper of Pietarinnen on this volume.

29.See Rahman [1999].
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30. Let us illustrate this point with the help of Arthur Prior’s notorious example of tonk.
Prior’s target was precisely the suggestion that the meaning of a logical constant was given
(only) by its formal proof theoretical rules and this applies directly to our issue.
Formal proof in dialogic and in GTS is attached to tableau rules. Now assume that indeed
meaning is given by those tableau rules. Then one could also attach meaning also to the
bizarre constant tonk by means of the following rules:
(O) [or (T)] AtonkB

<(P)?tonk> (O) [(T)] A
<(P)?tonk> (O) [(T)] B
(P) [or (F)] AtonkB

<(O)?tonk> (P) [(F)] A
<(O)?tonk> (P) [(F)] B
When added to the standard tableau rules of, say, classical logic, such a constant renders
proofs for Atonk¬A, and for ¬(Atonk¬A) (though this would not mean that in such an
extension of classical logic all formulæ are valid, e.g., there is no closed tableau for ¬a).
Dialogically speaking, what we might call Hintikka’s point is that you cannot give particle
rules for tonk in terms of attack and defence rules (independently of the player that has the
burden of delivering the formal proof) which will connect or match to these tableau rules.
These tableau rules are not, to use Belnap’s language, a conservative extension of the local
meaning rules: either the choice is on the side of the challenger, but then the (P)-tonk rule
would not be justifiable (if the challenger has the choice P should answer to each of these
choices and thus the tableau should split) or the choice is on the side of the defender, but
then, by an analogous reasoning, the (O)-tonk rule would seem to be disconnected from its
local meaning. Admittedly, one could construct a seemingly more “conservative” definition
of tonk in terms of the following rules:
(O) [or (T)] AtonkB

<(P)?tonk> (O) [(T)] A
(P) [or (F)] AtonkB

<(O)?tonk> (P) [(F)] A
(Or another but with b )
The corresponding local meaning could then be as simple as:
Tonk particle rule(1): from a formula of the form AtonkB follows a state of the game <R, σ,
A> responding to an attack R(?)-?tonk of the challenger.
or
Tonk particle rule(2): from a formula of the form AtonkB follows a state of the game <R, σ,
B> responding to an attack R(?)-?tonk of the challenger.
Now this local meaning of tonk would reduce AtonkB to A (or B). In this case tonk could
not be considered as a dyadic logical constant and its dialogical sense would be empty. The
right dialogical question would be: who has the choice? The local meaning rule just given
is nothing but cheating: if the challenger has the choice, why isn’t he allowed to ask for the
right (does he have to ask for the left)? If he were allowed to do so tonk would reduce to
conjunction. Analogously if the defender has the choice, then it would reduce to disjunction.
The dialogical response to the challenge of tonk thus illustrates the depth of Hintikka’s point
which is actually also one of the principal tenets of the philosophy of meaning of dialogic and
also applies mutatis mutandis to GTS.
Actually, one could define two particles, a special type of conjunction and a special type of
disjunction, in the following style: for the conjunction (or for the disjunction), the challenger
(or the defender) may choose an attack (or a defence) but at most one of them: once the
player has chosen he loses the other choice possibility. This, as the reader might suspect,
defines the additive conjunction (or disjunction) of linear logic (See Rahman [2002]).
Certainly tonk would then reduce to an additive logical constant but the example is interesting
for another reason: it illustrates the role of structural rules.

31.A similar point has been argued in Dubucs [2002].
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32.The example is due to Recanati [2001].

33.Van Benthem [2001-2004] calls the opponent the Builder, underlining this very point.

34.For details, see Rahman/Rückert/Fischmann [1997] and Rahman [2001].

35.Bencivenga [1983].

36.For details, see Rahman [2001], Rahman/Carnielli [2000], Rahman [1999] and Rah-
man/Van Bendegem [2002].

37. cf. da Costa [1977], and Priest & alia [1989] for a general survey.

38.See A. M. Sette [1973].

39. I.e. prime formulæ or predicative statements of the form aτ , with τ a constant.

40.For details, see Rahman/Rückert [2001].

41. I.e. conditionals with a contradictory if-part and/or contradictory then-part.

42. In connexive logics, the conditional ⇒ is part of the local meaning of ⇒.

43.See Rahman / Rückert [1999] and [2001].

44.Our modal propositional language Lm is syntactically defined in the standard way.

45.The corresponding dialogic has been obtained using the SG rules (either in the clas-
sical or intuitionist version), replacing SR-ST4 by SR-ST4M, together with SR-ST9.1, the
adequate SR-ST9.2 rule, and the particle rules for the modal operators. It is straightforward
to use the structural rules of strategy games instead.

46.This might shed some light on the passages in Aristotle concerning the interpretation
of his use of modalities, which in some occasions seems to be implicit and in others explicit.

47.First attempts to formulate non-normal modal logics were made by Hugh MacColl
[1906], and axiomatised by C.I. Lewis. A possible-worlds semantics is due to Kripke [1965]
and a GTS one to Hintikka [1975]. Non-normal modal logics are used to solve the omniscience
problem in epistemic logic, see for instance the classical paper of Veikko Rantala [1975]. For
a new interpretation of non-normal modalities, see Rahman [2004].

48.Notice that this rule introduces normality when P has the choice while attacking or
defending a modal formula. See details in Rahman [2004].

49.This section is the result of fruitful exchanges during the elaboration of E. Genot’s
pre-doctoral thesis (DEA).

50.Blackburn [2001] attributes the idea to Prior [1967].

51.We assume that the A{∆} and Min(α,a) are wff extending our basic language.

52.We use the rule number without a suffix to designate any of the variants of the (SR-
ST9.2) rule.

53.We express it as a sequence for reasons which will rapidly become clear.

54.We introduced this notation in order to keep matters simpler but actually one could
express all this at once and more formally using restricted quantification explicitly. Indeed,
instead of writing A{∆} we could, e.g., write: ∃(δi ⊆ ∆)((δi ⇒ a)∧∀(δj 6=i ⊆ ∆)(F((δj<δi) ⇒
a))), where δi is a non empty subset of structural conditions in ∆: When δi contains more
than one element, it constitutes a non commutative conjunction. The operator F is the
attackabiliy operator introduced in the chapter on connexive logic. The whole formula reads:
There is at least one subset ∆i of structural conditions sufficient to win any dialogue for A;
and no dialogue for A could be won with a subset ∆j 6=i of conditions of (pre-agreed) lesser
rank in ∆.

55.We express this by numbering the STS in the attack/defence column, using S1, S2, . . .
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